Graduate Admission
SUMMER 2015

NORTH SOUTH UNIVERSITY
The First Private University in Bangladesh
The only university in Bangladesh where all faculty members have foreign Masters or Doctorate degrees primarily from USA, Canada, UK and Australia

PROGRAMS
Master of Business Administration (MBA)
Executive Master of Business Administration (EMBA)
Master of Public Health (MPH)
Executive Master of Public Health (EMPH)
MS in Economics
Master’s in Development Studies (MDS)
MPharm in Pharmacology & Clinical Pharmacy (MPharm PCP)
MPharm in Pharmaceutical Technology & Biopharmaceutics (MPharm PTB)
MS in Biotechnology
MS in Environmental Science & Management
MS in Computer Science & Engineering
MS in Electronics & Telecommunications Engineering
MS in Electrical and Electronic Engineering
MA in English
Master’s in Public Policy & Governance (MPPG)

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
Four-year Bachelor’s degree or equivalent with at least Second Class or GPA 2.75 on a scale of 4.0

Three-year Bachelor’s degree with honors.
Students with inadequate course work background may be advised to take additional pre-requisite courses

Admission Test is waived for candidates with adequate score in GMAT or GRE and TOEFL score of 500 (Paper Based) or equivalent

Application forms can be downloaded from the NSU website and submitted with a pay order of Tk.1,000 from any Bank in favor of North South University. Forms are also available for Tk.1,000 from Southeast Bank, UCBL, DBBL, Bank Asia, One Bank, NCCBL, IFIC Bank, Bashundhara Branch Dhaka.

For more details:
NSU Admission & Information Office
Level-1, Bashundhara, Dhaka -1229
Tel: 880-2-55663200, Ext. 5000, 5002, 5004, 1174
E-mail: registrar@northsouth.edu, nurul.amin@northsouth.edu
Web: www.northsouth.edu

NSU HIGHLIGHTS
• Most majors offer broad-based American curriculum
• Credit transferable to USA, UK, Canada, Australia and other universities
• Fully automated library facility with students’ access to ~50,000 books
• Whole campus is covered by CCTV camera & WiFi access
• Well-equipped 63 state-of-the-art laboratories
• More than 100 classrooms with built-in multi-media
• Opportunities for extra and co-curricular activities through 22 student clubs
• Career counseling facility for students
• All students have access to online library materials (75,000 journals) from home through MyAthens
• Weekend and evening class facilities available

DISTINCT FEATURES
NSU’s graduate study programs offer higher education and research for enhancing professional and research capability required in specialized fields for increasingly globalized job market. Graduate students have access to NSU’s financial support system as well as opportunity to work for faculty research projects.

Application Deadline
25 March, 2015
5:00 pm

Admission Test
27 March, 2015
Friday, 10:00 am
at NSU Campus